
INTROVERTS
DO  
BUSINESS
TOO!  



 

 

but here's why you're hiding in the loo at the

thought of getting out there... 

 

 

 

 

you think you need to think and behave  

like an extrovert 

Introverts make the best business
leaders  



 INTROVERT
IN BUSINESS

If you're an introvert in business, networking

probably fills you with dread.   

Your heart sinks at the thought of going to a

business breakfast, and it's not about the

breakfast.  

You know you need to do it, but you just can't. 

Maybe you turn up at networking meetings

and desperately search for a friendly face or

only talk to one person the whole time you're

there.  

You watch as two guys easily chat and laugh,

talking to everyone, leaving with a pocket full

of cards, you're wishing you could do the

same as you walk away with none?   



And when you do try to speak to someone

that voice in your head:-  

"come on SAY SOMETHING"  

"oh no, what can I say"  

"come on think of something,"  

"oh god I can't think - of anything."  

And once you've started a conversation, now

you can't think of how to end it and get

away...Embarrassed shuffle, sip of coffee and

slinking to the loo again. 

At big events or conferences, in breaks or at

lunchtime, you're the one heading outside -

even if you don't smoke - just to escape for a

while the sheer number of people. 

And have you ever pretended to be on your

phone or listening to music so you don't have

to talk to someone? Hoping they don't notice

your, or notice that you've seen them? 

If any of these made you think OMG that's me

you are an introvert in business.   



LOOK AT
THIS LIST OF
NAMES  

Steve Jobs                     Richard Branson 

Elon Musk                       Warren Buffet 

JK Rowling                     Albert Einstein 

Meryl Streep                  Bill Gates 

Steven Spielberg           Mark Zuckerberg 

All really successful in their business

right? More than successful, they dominate.  

Would you like to be them, even in a small

way? 

Yea? Well guess what, they're all introverts -

yup every one of them.  



WHAT'S
DIFFERENT  

What's different? How can they be a success

and you're struggling, still hiding hating the

thought but still trying to make yourself get

out there?   

Here's the big difference, the big difference is

that those millionaire (and billioinaire) business

owners don't try to be extrovert, they don't

try to be something or someone they're not. 



HERE'S THE
PROBLEM

The problem is we've been taught over the

last 50 plus years that to get on we need to

speak up, to stand up and be heard, to be

loud, funny, charming…. All the things that an

introvert naturally isn't, at least not outside

their family or social circle.   

We've been taught that to win in life

especially in the world of business we need to

think and behave like an extrovert.   

It's all about putting yourself out there isn't it -

from school, having to speak up and answer

questions in front of the class, to work with

interviews, and meetings and on into business

it's all geared to the extrovert.  

             Be an extrovert to win.  

And we buy into it don't we, thinking we just

have to stop being the way we are and get

out there. Well Elon Musk and JK Rowling

would disagree. 



WE ARE
EVERYWHERE

From talking to people on conferences,

training programmes and meetings there are

so many introverts in business all doing the

same, thinking the same... all trying to be

extrovert and feeling exhausted.  

Have you ever had that 'aaahhhhh' release at

an event when someone's said I really hate

networking I never know what to say or I hate

the 60 second pitch.  It's like a secret club.

There are a lot of us out there all trying to be

more extrovert, to do what doesn't come

naturally.  

But it's exhausting.  An introvert will try to

avoid situations and then get stressed

because they 'should be doing it', and stress

when they have done it and it didn't work out.  



CONSEQUENCES

An introvert in business trying to be an

extrovert fails that business, wastes so much

time energy and effort.   

All that time worrying, stressing, and the

energy it takes - the sheer number of thoughts

and the effort it takes to work up the guts to

get out there, to make a call you don't want to

make, to visit that event, to stand and give

your 60 second pitch - it feels like you're

pushing, a big rock …. uphill - it's such a huge

effort -  

Wouldn't it be easier just to give up and go

and work for Tesco? 

By trying to be someone else you lose in

business. 



BE A FISH

That energy and time and effort could go on

doing things that bring in the money for your

business if you just stop trying to be an

extrovert.  

To increase your business success you just

need to do it differently, do it the way that

works for you.  

As Einstein said:  

Everybody is a Genius. But If You Judge a

Fish by Its Ability to Climb a Tree, It Will Live

Its Whole Life Believing that It is Stupid.  

You have great products, great services,

you're good at what you do - claim you space

but do it your way. Be you.  



ONE KEY 
DIFFERENCE 

We want to finish this report by giving you

one of the key differences between

outstanding introverted business leaders and

those introverts who hide in the corner trying

to pretend they're extroverts - and failing.    

Outstanding introverted business leaders

know how to leave a conversation without

appearing rude, weird or any of those other

things we introverts get accused of being.  

Us, other introverts? We don't even start 

conversations because we're terrified of how

we'll get out of them.  

Well we've taken that problem away.  

We've taken one of the sessions from our

popular Networking for Introverts online

course and we want to give it to you for free.  



WHAT TO SAY 

`It's  a really cool thing you can say and not

only will you get out of a conversation no

matter how long you've been talking with

them, they'll love you for it.  

And it's not "I'm just going to top up my

coffee", or "I need the loo!" 

As an introvert, would that be useful to know? 

All you have to do is go here... put in

your name and email, so we know where to

send the video, and you will get a simple thing

you can say to walk away at a networking

event, or conference with confidence.  

https://presmaestro.kartra.com/page/06G12

